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 Features The features of PIPENET Vision include the following: Music player: PIPENET Vision has a built-in music player
that plays videos, images, mp3, and songs at the same time. Add and Share: Add and Share is a useful function in PIPENET

Vision, which allows users to add and share photos/videos/music/images/ and even audios and PowerPoint slides in PIPENET
network. Share options: Users can choose whether to share images, videos, or audio or PowerPoint on the Share option page.

Follow me: This function can be used to share user's content with other friends on social networks. Print: Print function is also
available to users. They can choose to print their own content in their PIPENET Network by clicking Print. Hang out: PIPENET
Network has a Hang Out function to get together with friends. Notes: Users can take notes on their photos/videos/music/images/

and even audio and PowerPoint slides. They can also create their own private notes to keep in their PIPENET Network.
Scheduled Time: PIPENET Network allows users to set time schedules for sharing their content on the "Scheduled Time" page.
2D to 3D conversion: 2D to 3D conversion function enables users to convert 2D images to 3D models. Check pages: Users can
check pages through a web browser. Recommend pages: Users can recommend pages on PIPENET Network. Pipenet Vision is
available for iOS and Android. Operations Pipenet is primarily used in China, and operates with different hosting and access
options. There are currently two options of hosting the PIPENET network, the first is a web-based option, the second is the

mobile app. For mobile app, the PIPENET network exists both on iOS and Android. Web-based The web-based hosting option
is a website which is hosted on the cloud. It is the primary option for users in China, but it has been declining due to the shift to

the mobile app. The user can log in to the PIPENET network from any device that has a web browser. The user can create
private collections, post their own content, and interact with other users. Mobile app In order 82157476af
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